dell models wiki

Dell used the "E-series" name up through the models, and new models drop the "E." and Dell E-Port Replicator
with.The Dell Inspiron is a computer product line produced by Dell as a range of affordable laptop computers, desktop
computers and all-in-one computers.The early Dell Inspiron models listed here went through a number of changes from
to , so the specifications on each.Dell Precision Workstations are computers intended as workstations for CAD /
Architecture / CG In January , Dell announced the second generation laptops in this series with model numbers , , and In
April Dell PowerEdge is a server line by Dell, following the naming convention for other Dell .. On the line, Dell
currently offers two rack-model servers: the Poweredge R and the RXD - where the latter offers the option to extend
the.Dell Vostro is a line of computers from Dell aimed at the small businesses. In , this line Select models were made
available on various Dell outlet channels for a limited time. The discontinuation of Vostro models was reportedly down
to.Dell is an American multinational computer technology company based in Round Rock, Texas, .. The original Dell
model was known for high customer satisfaction when PCs sold for thousands but by the s, the company could not
justify.The Dell site always tries to direct me to the latest models. Wikipedia is very cryptic, and even omits some
models i know. I am interested to.Model version, Arch Linux install CD version, Hardware support, Remarks. Video,
Sound, Ethernet, Wireless, Bluetooth, Power management, Modem, Other.If the Intel one works out-of-the-box thanks
to mainline kernel support, the Dell DW instead requires a proprietary kernel.Library & ITS Wiki. Navigation. Main
Page All standard models require an optional external optical drive. Docking stations are Dell configurations. If software
is required that only runs on Windows, then a Dell computer will be provided.This table shows the approximate calendar
year during which select Dell computer models were originally released. The models shown here.You can also access
the System CABs from tours-golden-triangle.com Select Drivers & Downloads, and enter the system model. You will
find the supported driver.Monitors. View All Monitors UltraSharp P Models E Models Medical Monitors Touch
Screen Ultra HD 4K Monitor Accessories Mounting.Support for the latest models of 14th generation PowerEdge
servers and networking Additional models of networking, storage, and Disk Backup devices .This Dell-related
knowledge base article applies to the following computer models: Inspiron series: , 10z, , See different models and
specifications for laptops, desktops and all-in-one Dell E and possibly customizations] with [write possibly accessories,
eg.Fromkin's Five Stage Model; Garrett's Model; The Bock and Levelt Model. 3 Parallel-Processing Models. The Dell
Model.Versions with Windows keys have model names suffixed with 'W', e.g. Dell ATW. ISO layout versions are called
AT instead, with or.
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